
The Midnight Guardians by Ross Montgomery
- A Magical Adventure Worth Exploring!

Are you ready for an enchanting journey filled with magic, mystery, and
unforgettable characters? Look no further than 'The Midnight Guardians' by Ross
Montgomery! This captivating children's book will transport readers to a world
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where dreams come alive and fears must be conquered. Join us as we dive into
this thrilling tale.

Unveiling the Fantasy World of 'The Midnight Guardians'

In 'The Midnight Guardians,' readers are introduced to the extraordinary world of
Colm and his sister Clara. Set during World War II, this novel takes us on an
unforgettable adventure where brave children encounter mythical beings and
confront their deepest fears.
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The story begins when Colm's mother leaves him and Clara with their mean-
spirited uncle and his pet raven. However, their peaceful existence is soon
disrupted by the dangerous Lord Darkness, who is determined to extinguish the
light of hope from the world. To combat this impending darkness, the Midnight
Guardians come to life each night, guiding and protecting Colm on an epic quest
to save his sister and the world.

Characters Who Will Steal Your Heart

Montgomery has crafted a cast of characters you won't soon forget. From the
witty and mischievous talking snowman named Gabriel to the fierce and loyal
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guardian tiger, Battle, each character adds depth to the story and leaves a lasting
impression on the reader.

Colm, the young protagonist, shines as a relatable hero facing his fears head-on
to protect his loved ones. Clara, his clever and resourceful sister, proves that
bravery comes in all shapes and sizes. Together, they embark on a journey that
will test their courage, resilience, and bond as siblings.

Themes that Resonate with Readers of All Ages

'The Midnight Guardians' delves into profound themes such as the power of
imagination, the importance of friendship, and the strength found within oneself.
Montgomery skillfully weaves these themes into the narrative, creating an
engaging and thought-provoking experience for readers of all ages.

Through his storytelling, Montgomery reminds us that even in the darkest times,
there is always hope. The exploration of familial love, sacrifice, and the triumph of
good over evil makes 'The Midnight Guardians' a heartwarming and inspiring
read.

A Page-Turner with Beautiful Prose

Montgomery's eloquent writing style effortlessly transports readers into the
captivating world he has created. His vivid descriptions paint a vivid picture of the
Midnight Guardians, the fantastical creatures they encounter, and the landscapes
they traverse. Each chapter leaves you eagerly turning the pages, desperate to
uncover the secrets hidden within.

The author's ability to balance heart-pounding action with tender moments of
reflection makes 'The Midnight Guardians' a deeply immersive and satisfying



read. It is a testament to Montgomery's talent that readers find themselves
emotionally invested in the outcome of the characters' journey.

: A Must-Read Adventure for All

'The Midnight Guardians' by Ross Montgomery is a spellbinding tale that will
capture the hearts and imaginations of readers young and old. With its richly
developed characters, poignant themes, and masterful storytelling, this book
deserves a place on every bookshelf. Whether you are a lover of fantasy
adventures or simply seeking a captivating read, 'The Midnight Guardians' will not
disappoint.

So, grab a copy, and join Colm, Clara, and their extraordinary companions on a
journey you won't soon forget!
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Sometimes at the darkest hour, hope shines the brightest…

When Col’s childhood imaginary friends come to life, he discovers a world where
myths and legends are real. Accompanied by his guardians – a six-foot tiger, a
badger in a waistcoat and a miniature knight – Col must race to Blitz-bombed
London to save his sister.

But there are darker forces at work, even than the Nazi bombings. Soon Col is
pursued by the terrifying Midwinter King, who is determined to bring an eternal
darkness down over everything.

PRAISE FOR THE MIDNIGHT GUARDIANS

"Beautifully drawn fantasy characters ... a story of hope and love underpinned by
witty humour.” Daily Mail

"A magical slice of historical fantasy fiction.” i Newspaper

"This lovely adventure story has the feel of a classic children's book." Book of the
Week, The Week Junior

“Ross Montgomery’s beautiful writing and epic storytelling weave together a
magical adventure set against the backdrop of World War Two.”WRD Magazine

"Spectacular. A story of real and rare power - The Midnight Guardians is one of
the best books I've read in years." Kiran Millwood Hargrave

"The Midnight Guardians is torch-under-the-duvet, can't-stop-reading magic.
British folklore rebooted … in an edge-of-your-seat, heart-filled search for hope in
the darkest hour." Piers Torday



"Embark on a mythic, comic, classic adventure with the finest fellowship since
Frodo set a hairy foot beyond the Shire.” David Solomons

“Glorious! I think this is Ross Montgomery’s best book yet: an adventure across
WWII wintry Britain with a Kindertransportee, a boy dressed in shorts and his
three imaginary friends. A joy of a joy of a thing.” Katherine Rundell

"A gem of book, jam-packed with heart and humour and one utterly unique set of
friends." Peter Bunzl

“Pure magic. Storytelling at its very best.” Abi Elphinstone

"Brilliant! The Midnight Guardians is the perfect blend of humour, adventure and
emotion. Simply beautiful." Lisa Thompson

"Funny, thrilling, moving ... everything that is brilliant about children's literature. A
triumph." Sophie Anderson

“Brimming with imagination and warmth, and powered by the strongest magic of
all - hope. Fantastic from first page to last.” Catherine Doyle

"Beautiful. A magical, big-hearted adventure full of wit and warmth. One of the
best children's books I've read for ages." Anna James

“A tale of enchantment and friendship … all the warmth of a timeless story, told
between friends round a winter fire … funny and true in the way all good stories
are.” Thomas Taylor

“The adventure whisks you through wartime trouble and mythical danger like
riding a giant tiger through falling snow … A magical story.” Jack Noel



“With the spirit of Narnia, but a heart of its own. The Midnight Guardians is totally
enchanting. I gobbled up every word.” Aisha Bushby

"I inhaled this wonderful book in one sitting ... humour, beautiful writing,
heartbreak, hope, and a fat badger in a waistcoat. I'll be recommending it to
everyone." Katya Balen

"A real triumph of the imagination, blending the appeal of a classic adventure with
Montgomery's heart and humour, and a hint of Narnia." Editor's Choice, The
Bookseller
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mysteries and miracles that shape our existence as human beings. In the
realm of memoirs, one new...

The History Of The Standard Oil Company Vol
Complete
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